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particularly resonant in the way that it functions in
the narrative. After being cruelly ousted from her
bed, Martina goes out into the bitter cold night and
brutally beats the animal to death, venting the rage
she feels toward Milagros and foreshadowing her
subsequent murder. Although the creature is clearly
a surrogate for the young girl, as the embodiment of
demanding possessiveness the wolf also repres
ents Martina. In the following scene, the priest
mediates at the business negotiation where Angel
sells the pelt of the dead wolf, just as he later
officiates when Angel marries Milagros and when
he brings Martina to church for final confession. As
the reigning church patriarch, he adjudicates the
fate of all three she-wolves, reinforcing their triple
identification.
Another source of the film's power is its excel
lent casting, which is very important to Borau. Rely
ing almost entirely on faces and how people move,
Borau uses the physical presence of the actors to
define the characters. In Poachers virtually all of
the principal characters look simultaneously older
and younger than they actually are, reinforcing the
monstrous chain of brutalization between parent
and child and causing all of them to double as
stunted adults and murderous children.26
Played by Borau himself as a caricature of the
Franquist patriarch, the Governor is a stately
middle-aged man with fastidious tastes, yet his
petulant, self-centered manner and gestures are
infantile. This doubleness has been marvelously
described by Penelope Gilliatt:
An upholstered, childish man, wearing spec
tacles and a striped scarf, with a fussy must
ache, he treats the woman (Martina) with the
sexual possessiveness of a toddler beating
on the tray of his high chair for more porridge.27
Although Lola Gaos as Martina has the wizened
face of an old hag, her small frame, slender limbs
and agile movements are girlish. So short that (in
Borau's words) "he is almost a dwarf," Ovidi Montl
lor's Angel is boyish in stature, yet his dour expres-

sion, defeated walk, and passive slouch make him
seem as withered as an old man. The contact with
Milagros brings him to life, awakening the child that
lies buried within. Even after she is gone, when the
Governor tells Angel, "You're better off without
her," we see this rebellious spirit erupt into a
tantrum.
Supposedly an under-aged school girl, Alicia
Sanchez's Milagros has a face, as one critic has
astutely observed, that looks more like thirty. When
her head is shaved as a punishment for having run
away from the convent, one can't quite decide
whether her baldness makes her look infantile or
aged. In either case, she looks grotesque, which is
accentuated by the context of the wedding
ceremony where this physical transformation is first
revealed and where Angel repeatedly tries to hold
her veil in place, as if to restore her former more
appealing image.
In the final scene of the film, Angel goes through
Milagros's box of treasures and stares at a photo
graph of her taken when she was a child. The
camera moves in for a close-up on this image of lost
innocence -the only sign of innocence in the
entire film and one of the few existing in the New
Spanish Cinema.

***

In this essay, I have tried to show how the film·
makers who grew up as children of Franco have
dealt with this persona in their own artistic de·
velopment and more particularly in their films. As
we have seen, most of the works under discussion
divide this construct into two figures - the sensi·
tive, precocious child and the stunted childlike
adult. If one places the two within a developmental
model of the divided self, then one perceives the
tragedy of lost potential. What emerges repeatedly
in these films is a struggle to achieve some mea ning·
ful form of maturity while maintaining contact with
the spirit and vitality of the imprinted child. This
project is aided by a rich use of intertextuality and
mythic subtexts, which extends the resonance of
the struggle by placing it within a larger tradition

that in cludes other periods and cultures. Thus the
film m akers appear to be successors to a long artis
tic heritage, which makes them sophisticated
members of a younger generation.
Th ough the emphasis in the films is most fre
quently on psychological issues - e.g., Oedipal
guilt, matricidal or patricidal impulses, obsessive
fantasies - they are always politicized by being
placed in specific reference to the Franquist con
text. The same is true of sexual issues. Being forced
perpetually into the role of Franco's children was
undoubtedly emasculating. In these movies child
like men all have sexual conflicts related to incest,
homosexuality, or pedophilia. None of them ever
becomes a father, as if they dare not compete for
the position of patriarch or feel too strong an aversion for the role. Though all the films discussed here
were written and directed by men, they frequently
portray the imprinted child as a young girl who
identifies with a male creature, drawing on his
physical strength in order to act out her own
repressed rage. This sexual strategy is similar to the
ones used by Lady Macbeth ( who persuaded her
husband to perform the murders she had conceived) and by Mary Shelley (who clearly identi
t' fied with the monster yet chose to make him male)
in key mythic subtexts that underlie two of the films.
, The choice of this kind of sexual reversal either by a
,I male filmmaker or a female author probably reflects
childhood uncertainty of one's sexual identity and
, potency. Possibly even more telling, the dynamic of
sexual reversal also arises repeatedly in the dis·
Placement that occurs betwen patricide and mat
ricide. Whether male or female, the children of
Franco must have felt impotent and repressed,
i?entifying all forms of sexual expression with rebel·
j li on
against the parental authorities in the family,
T church and state.
1
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Despite this overwhelming handicap, the film
� makers of the New Spanish Cinema have valiantly
succeeded in transforming this rebellion into a
highly refined art that is fuelled by primal forces
fr om childhood, yet has proved capable of treating
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sexual and political issues with a rare maturity and
passion.
Marsha Kinder is Professor of Critical Studies in
the Division of Cinema · Television at the Uni
versity of Southern California. She ls the co
author of Self and Cinema and Close-Up, co
founder of Dreamworks, and a contributing
member of the Editorial Board of Film Quarterly.
She is also on the Advisory Board ofQRFS and
Humanities in Society.
NOTES
1
All subsequent quotes from Borau in the text wi 11 be taken
from this lecture at USC on April 14, 1982.
2
"1t is true that there has never been a cinema industry in
Spain. Cifesa, founded 1n 1932 and long since defunct, was
the only company run on remotely Holl'yVllood lines. In the
silent era films were often made by businessmen ignorant of
cinema.... Dunng the Second Republic, while the bulk of films
continued to be kitsch (bandits, bullfighters and gypsies),
there were some that betokened awareness of social and
political realities; and this tendency continued in the Repub
lic dunng the Civil War. Franco's victory, however, ushered in
a state-supported cinema of white telephone comedies and
films in praise of the armed forces." Roger Mortimore,
"Reporting from Madrid," Sight and Sound, 49:3 (Summer
1980), 156.
3From an interview I did with Saura on August 20, 1978,
previously published in "Carlos Saura: The Political Devel
opment of Individual Consciousness," Film Quarterly, 32,3
(Spring 1979), 16. Many of the ideas in my discussion of the
two works by Saura will draw on this earlier article.
'Ibid., 15-16.
51n addition to the films directed by Saura, the other films
discussed in this essay which were produced by Querejeta
include Spirit Of The Beehive and To An Unknown God.
6Andre Bazin, "The Evolution of the Language of Cinema,"
in What ls Cinema?, Vol. I (Berkeley and Los Angles, Univ. of
Calif Press, 1967), p. 29.
7
Poachers is the last film shot by the late Luis Cuadrado
before he became ill and eventually went blind. Other films
discussed in this essay which were photographed by Cuad
rado are Spirit Of The Beehive and Cousin Angelica.
8Though Borau did not produce To An Unknown God or
The Nest he collaborated on earlier films by these directors
- as producer on Jaime Chavarri's documentary Estado De
Sitio (1971) and co-writer and producer of Jaime de Armi
nan's black comedy My Dearest Senorita (1972), both of
which were el Iman projects. While he was still Borau's
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student at the E.O.C , Chavarri wrote the screenplay for Al
Escondite Ingles(1969)
9The novel was written in 1818 by Mary Godwin Shelley,
whose mother Mary Wollstonecraft died g1V1ng her birth,
whose father William Godwin never forgave her, and whose
husband PercyBysshe Shelley(whom she has explicity iden
tified with Dr. Frankenstein), was both the loyal disciple of
her father and the loving devotee of her dead mother, at
whose graveside he proposed marriage. At its emotional
center, it is a moving tale about a creature who, despite
having an enormous intellectual potential, 1s emot1onally and
morally crippled by the cruel, irresponsible rejection of his
creator. Out of t>lind pain, this victimized child is trans·
formed into a murderous monster, who seeks revenge against
the father which leads ultimately to patricide. The tragic
poignance of this reJected child comes through in every
version of the story, even in a parody like Young Franken·
stein. and helps explain the great survival power of the myth
and its adaptability to so many different genre, media, peri
ods, and cultures.
10
The triumph of patriarchal power is also reinforced by
Whale's visuals. Practically all of the art deco sets are domi
nated by strong verticals, and the rooms are divided into tall,
narrow spaces. Both the laboratory watchtower where the
monster comes to life and the tower of the windmill where
he is destroyed are particularly phallic, as are the long poles
carried by the men on the hunt, which are later replaced by
torches of the same shape. No matter what human gestures
may animate them, these recurring geometric forms, and their
symbolic associations to patriarchal power, remain as rigid
and inescapable as the grotesque form of the monster.

Saura interview, Film Quarterly. 18.
Ennque Braso, "Nouvel entretien avec Carlos Saura (A
propos de la Cous1ne Angelique)," Positi{. No. 162 (Octo
bre 1974), 34.
13
/bid., 33.
1
4Saura interview, Film Quarterly, 20.
1
ssaura interview, Positif. 34.
'6Saura interview, Film Quarterly, 20
17 Saura interview, Positif. 34
1
sAngel S. Harg11indey, "Entrev1sta con. Carlos Saura" in
Carlos Saura ·s Cna Cue-vos... (Madrid: Elias OuereJeta Edi
ciones, 1975), p. 125
l9/bid., pp. 126-27.
20 /bid.. p. 129.
21/bid.
22/bid.
2l"EI N,oo,' Film Quarterly, 35:1 (Fall 1981), 34-41.
2'F. Gar6a Lorca, as quoted by Michael Hamburger in Th e
Truth of Poetry(New York: HarcourtBrace Jovanovich, Inc.,
1969), p. 203.
25 Annette lnsdorf, "Spain Also Rises," Film Comment
16:4 (August 1980 ), 16.
96The only exception is the actor who plays the former
boyfriend, who is merely a conventionally handsome rebel
and whose selection Borau now considers to be a mistake:
"At the beginning of the shooting, we did a scene where we
needed to have a photograph of this character. So I found
this man who looked right for the part. But on the first day that
he came to shoot a scene, I realized it was a mistake."
27Penelope Gilhatt, "The Current Cinema," New Yorker, 54
(March 27, 1978), 121.
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A Un Dios Desconocido (1977)

Ovidi Montillor and Lola Gaos in Furtivos (1975)

